Ethnicity has long been a salient feature of Lakehead politics in the twentieth century. Indeed, the two dominant features of these twin cities have been their working-class and ethnic character. Woven through the political fabric of the two cities of Port Arthur and Fort William have been violent strike actions, radical political parties and movements. Their-economy has been based on primary-product refining and transportation, and occasionally secondary manufacturing as during the two world wars; at key intervais, they functioned as a construction depot for transcontinental transportation projects such as the railways and pipelines. In sum, they have been predominantly frontier resource centres with populations which expanded only \n the boom period of immigration from 1900-1910, from 6,500 to 38,000, and since then have grown only modestly to slightly over 100,000 after their amalgamation into the City of Thunder Bay in 1970 (see Figure 1) . With an ethnic population hovering in the region of 30 to 40 percent of the total (with significant minorities of Finns, Slovaks, Ukrainians, and Italians, and lesser numbers of Poles, Greeks, South Slavs, Swedes, and Chinese), the ethnic social mix in the Lakehead has been both prominent and persistent; but in percentage terms it has been more like Toronto, Vancouver and Calgary than Edmonton, Winnipeg or Kitchener. Yet, its historic reputation for ethnic radicalism has been somewhat outsized, as has its reputation for ethnic participation at all political levels. 1 Whether ethnic radicalism and participation in the political process in Thunder Bay is above or below average for Canadian urban experience is difficult to determine since we know relatively little of the recent urban political experience -Steve Juba's Winnipeg or Bill Hawrelak's Edmonton in the 1950s -to make adequate historical comparisons.
2 That lack of an urban western Canadian context notwithstanding, it is possible to venture some hypotheses on the political aspect of ethnicity in the Lakehead community. It is tempting to make Iiberal-frontierist or environmentalist assumptions about the uniqueness of forest-born democracy, or to advance Marxian hypotheses on class relationships in resource-extractive communities in terms of Northwestern Ontario exceptionalism; but to do so would ignore the centrai facts of Canadian and North American history which impacted upon this relatively isolated region. The virtue of selecting this microcosm of ethnic politicization is that its central features are more discernible and understandable on a smaller urban scale. Its pitfalls are, however, that the historical observer becomes seduced by the myths that persist on any frontier, particularly one which is so isolated from the main lines of Canadian settlement, both to the east and west. For example, inter-city rivalry, the querrelous twins of the North, is less myth than a reality in the minds of the citizens of Port Arthur and Fort William going back to the days of railway building, urban boosterism and civic competition for federal and provincial funding. Yet, how far did that boosterism reach into these urban ethnic communities? Anthony Pucci, for example, suggests that there were two distinct Italian communities in the two cities.
3 Jean Morrison has also stated that the historical expression of ethnicity and class-consciousness tended to be locally derived in the violent strike actions stemming from the Italians and Greeks in Fort William's East End, or from radical left-wing ideology among the Finns of south end Port Arthur and the radical British-bom labour spokesman who spoke to both labour communities. 4 Both authors stress the unitary nature of class protest by workers from all ethnic communities, particularly in the pre-1914 railway and dockers' strikes. Thus various myths converge and compete for historical validitythose of localism and urban and ethnic distinctiveness, versus those of classconsciousness and international workingclass solidarity.
Ethnic Exclusion and Factionalism, 1900-1930
This first period conforms roughly with that described by Howard Palmer as one of "Anglo Conformity," or by David Millet as the era of "British Ideology," and by several others as the dark ages of ethnic relations in Canada. 5 [1912] [1913] were no different in the racial and ethnic stereotype and condescension which leaped from its pages. 6 References to the "Immigrant Problem," to immigrant overcrowding, intemperate drinking habits, "foreigners'" criminality rates, and lack of sanitation were liberally sprinkled throughout. And even when admission was made of cultural institutions such as 22 Press and local opinion favoured the cause of the "pioneering conservatives" who had been forced out of the society by the "bolsheviki" conducting its Canadian campaign under the name of the Ruthenian Labor Council. 23 Such incidents occurred with increasing regularity as Anglo-Canadian opinion mobilized against the Communist threat during the early 1920s. Fears that Bolshevism was undermining the Canadian social fabric in Northwestern Ontario were rampant in majoritarian expressions of contempt and loathing. Even local educational institutions were perceived in imminent danger of takeover as reports to educational authorities in Toronto described in lurid terms the school activities of left-wing Finns in Port Arthur:
Red literature runs in this vein. Don't listen to your teacher, he's only a tool working for the bosses. All honour to our brave comrades who would not salute the Union Jack. The young pioneers, and organization started in Russia.... Branches of this organization are numerous in the North. Its meetings close with the Red Flag and a pledge of readiness for world revolution... The teacher alone cannot overcome the home influence. The Red has been drilled in before he gets a chance. This is evident among the Finns more than any other class. If the government continues to dump them into the North it should see that they obey our laws ... ...The May Day festival will be held on May 1st and ... the school will be closed that day. The school trustees are Communists of course, they run the school as they wish and hold their meetings nearly every day. 24 Concern for the symbols of monarchy and Empire ran deep, and when the editor of the Sudbury-based newspaper, Vapaus, Arvo Vaara announced that on 4 Dec. 1928, he didn't care much whether King George V "had caught the whooping cough by standing outside for two minutes at some festivity," or indeed, if the king should even die from his malady. The Fort William press was outraged in its reporting of the sedition trial which followed for the Finnish Communist editor, counselling that such despicable characters who "eat into the moral vitals of our nation" provided ample evidence that "Canada is piling up trouble by bringing in people who read foreign language newspapers, defy her institutions and create a revolutionary hotbed. It is time to call a halt on bringing in more of them, and it is time to step heavily on those now here ...*'
25 Support for Vaara's ultimate deportation was assumed, but perhaps no more virulent opinion of what should be done with Finnish radicals was expressed by a former Barr colonist from Saskatchewan who had long observed the clannish habits of the rural Finns of Finmark, due west of Port Arthur. Disgusted by their clannishness, unassimilability and hostility to British institutions, he advocated the final solution, -"If these people were only good enough to be shot in Finland, I ask why not shoot them here? ... Kindness to a Finlander should be avoided at all costs, he is not human ..." 26 While genocide was clearly not a normative response to the problems posed by the increasing Finnish community, it appears that some were also prepared to offer brutal lessons in Anglo-Canadian manners, such as one Colonel Little, a prominent local Tory timber-baron in Port Arthur, who caned his Finnish gardener insensible for perceived insolence. 27 Clearly the first three decades of this century emerge as a time of troubles for labour and ethnic groups in Thunder Bay. They were times of repression and violence, followed by distrust, factionalism and even paranoia. In that respect, their history during this period was not unlike the trials and tribulations of ethnic groups in the nearest urban centres -Sudbury, Sault Ste Marie and Winnipeg. 28 Twin City Ethnopolitics by the Slavs and Finns, and in radical rural pockets of Finns to the north and west of that city.
Radical Protest and the Emerging Ethnic Vote, 1930-1950
These two decades which spanned the Depression, World War Two and the beginning of the Cold War, saw the radicalization of the working-class in northwestern Ontario. The region saw a wide spectrum of activities from the Communist Party of Canada, to the newly formed CCF and Social Credit parties, as well as a host of unions from the AFL-CIO to short-lived Canadian unions such as the ACCL's Bushmen's Union. The place of ethnic groups markedly increased in the calculations of political parties, both major and minor, and the union movements whether national or international. The reasons were several, in that many more voters of ethnic backgrounds, whether Finns, Slovaks, Italians or Ukrainians were now naturalized citizens and appeared on voters' lists for the first time during the 1930s. Ethnic workers traditionally present in resource-sector seasonal jobs also had begun to penetrate the shipyards, elevators, pulp and paper mills, and the railway running trades, particularly during the war years.
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In short, the decades of the 1930s and 1940s saw the maturation and stabilization of urban communities, both in size, population and ethnic composition. Population which stood at nearly 20,000 for Port Arthur in 1930 and 25,000 for Fort William increased only marginally during the depression years, and by about a thousand a year in each city in the decade which followed. 32 The ethnic profile remained relatively the Thus, the depression and war had worked a fundamental revolution upon politics in the Lakehead from which it would appear difficult to turn back. The 1930s had wrought their catalyzing effect on the working-class vote via the strike actions of the left; and the war years intervened to involve second-generation Ukrainians, Yugoslavs, Italians and Finns in vital wartime munitions industries at Canada Car in west-end Fort William. Also, immigrant workers of the first generation were increasingly involved in urban labor on the railways, dockyards and pulp mills, and during the war years suffered from some nativist feeling against their industrial presence while Anglo-Canadians were away in the services. With the close of the war, and the importation of increasing numbers of displaced persons and ex-German servicemen in northern Ontario, the demographic tensions had once again escalated in the woods industry of the Lakehead hinterland. The dynamics of such social and political changes had not then been without their impact upon Lakehead politics, the very least of which was a clear acknowledgment of the presence of ethnicity as a major political factor by 1950.
Post War Assimilation and the Upward Ethnic, 1950-1970
These two postwar decades were a period of considerable upward mobility for the ethnic populations of the twin cities, both in occupational and spatial relocation to the suburbs, and politically in their participation at all levels. The unintended irony of this social movement, however, was that the upwardly mobile were often less ethnic at the end of these two dynamic decades than they were at its beginning, for these were the decades when the pervasiveness of a North American popular culture imposed a newer, and lower mass cultural standard upon Canada. In short, cultural and political models became American rather than British, and Lakehead citizens became largely obsessed with sport, television and the American way: from suburban shopping malls, to sexual puritanism and its obverse, libertinism. The Lakehead, as an isolated enclave of local political culture, eagerly followed and sometimes emulated the cultural mores of their American neighbours -from the McCarthy witch-hunts and Eisenhower 'normalcy' of the fifties, to the Kennedy Camelot and hippie/yippie frenzy of the 1960s. 60 There is abundant evidence to support the visible presence of ethnics in postwar civic politics, as it became a standard feature of both cities' politics to have Lastly, the emergence of Saul Laskin as mayor of Port Arthur in the 1960s marked the emergence of the first "ethnic" mayor of that city, and of the amalgamated city of Thunder Bay, to be followed by Walter Assef of the southern twin city from 1973 to 1978.
This symbiotic relationship between these two northern gemini thus remains a complex one, arising from the interplay between historical circumstances and the social forces of demography and urban geography. The early complications dictated by urban boosterism necessarily forced a civic distinctiveness upon the two communities and upon the sub-groups within the two cities, a distinctiveness which gradually blurred with their institutional and political integration over the historic period in question here. At the same time, the larger historical forces of two world wars, a common economic depression, and post-war expansion forced commonalities of experience upon the ethnic groups and influenced their rate of political acculturation and assimilation. Thus, while the persistence of individual personality, ethnic as well as urban, in these fraternal twin cities remain, their commonalities have become steadily greater over time. 
